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Ann Spencer, No"elle Sutton, and Mlrge 
Lunde watch Valerie open gifts. 
The first issue of Classmate 
carrying the new picture Socially 
Speaking section is out. Suggestions 
and comments are welcome and 
should be directed to SMC 2330. 
Patrick Charles, 7 Ibs. 2 OZ., Sept. 7, to 
LT and Mrs. David ANDERSON 
Adrienne Elizabeth, 8 Ibs. 1 OZ., Aug. 
24, to LT and Mrs. Phillip J. COADY, Jr. 
Paul Thomas, 7 Jbs. 12}1 oz., Aug. 19, 
to LT and Mrs. Glenn G. COLTRANE 
Douglas Vincent, III, 7 Ibs. 14 oz., 
Aug. 31, to L CDR and Mrs. Douglas V. 
CRABBE, Jr. ' 
James Carter Lanius, 6 Ibs. 7 oz., to 
LCDR and Mrs. James L. DIRBIN, Jr. 
Andrea Gloria, 8 Ibs. 2 oz., Aug. 24, to 
LCDR and Mrs. Ingo EDDICKS 
Lawrence Bailey, 8 Ibs, 9 oz., Aug. 31, 
to MAJ and Mrs. Theodore L. GATCHEL 
Victor Lawrence, 6 Ibs. 5 oz., Sept. 6, to 
LT and Mrs. Gerald HESS 
Spencer Allen, 6 Ibs, 9}4 oz., Aug. 11, 
to LT and Mrs. Douglas A. LONG 
Smadar, 7 Ibs. 14 oz., Sept. II , to LT 
and Mrs. Yaia NYSGAV 
Bogac, 8 Ibs. 14 oz., August, to LTJG 
and Mrs. Muhlul OZDEMIR 
Molly Patricia, 7 Ibs. 10 oz., Aug. 12, to 
LT and Mrs. F. G. PRICKETT, Jr. 
Samantha Kelly, 8 Ibs., Sept. 4, to L T 
and Mrs. William T. ROSSELLE 
Becky Joi, 8 lb •. 6 oz., Aug. 30, to LT 
and Mrs. Stanley F. SMITH 
Ann Marie, 7 Ibs. 3 oz., July I, to LT 
and Mrs. Gerald W. WEBER 
Melvin Joseph, Adopted June 2, by 
LCDR and Mrs. W. W. WESENBERG 
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$.tndy Helt receiving the 17SO-hour 8W'.r4 Miry Sisson, Di,"" Willi .... I , Jo LomNNo, 
from Mn. Goodf. now. (JOC Dale Kite Photos) C,role Ray, and Barb Maloy receiving the 
1000...hour I.nell. 
Navy Relief Society Awards 
Mrs. A. S. Goodfellow, Chairman of 
Volunteer Women of the Navy Relief 
Society, Monterey Branch, was our hos-
tess for a Navy Relief Society coffee and 
awards ceremony. After tlle coffee the 
ceremony was held on the patio to present 
awards. The following women received 
their tOO-hour charms : Pat Barnes, Karen 
Birchfield, Julie Carter, Susan Cunha, 
Norma Haack, Virginia Stephenson, 
Sheila Daniel, Elizabeth Norton, Lois 
Welch. Sheila Womble, Kathleen Samms, 
Ruth Prisaznick and Patricia Lee. Three 
hundred-hour awards were presented to 
Marti Austin, Barbara Hansen, Lorraine 
Shaughnessy and Patricia Croix. Dorothy 
DeVall, Ann Gwinn and Betsy Rinker 
received their 600-hour awards. Six vol-
unteers, Jo Lombardo, Barb Meloy, Carole 
Ray, Mary Sisson and Diann Williams, 
received their 1,OOO-hour awards. Sandy 
Helt received her award of 1,750 hours 
for the Children's Waiting Room at 
N ALF. - Marilyn Durkin 
AIIII Gwillll, .a!'lt Hallsen, Marti Austin, Dottie De ... 11 and Lorraine Shaughnessy. Artn and 
Dottie received the 6DO-hour awards, and Barb, Lorraine and Marti received the lOO-hour 
award . (Right) Karen Birchfield, Tricia Barnes, Julie Carte r, Betsy Norton, She ila Daniel, Susan 
Cunu ... Lois Welch, Patti Lee, Norma Haack and .ute Samms rece iv ing the 1 DO-hour award. 
Bride' 5 Caffee 
A coffee for the new brides at NPS was 
held in Mr~. Gaines' home in September. 
ADM and Mrs. Goodfellow were the 




The Welcome Aboard issues of Class-
mate witJ be changed from the December-
January to the January-February edition. 
They will come out through the S~«: at 
the end of the break. The material in the 
magazine will be the same as in previous 
Welcome Aboard editions. 
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Peninsula Profiles 
Pathfinder For The Age Of Aquarius 
John Frykman 
pels, a reverence for life. They are com-
mitted to assist those who are troubled; 
to help the lost and hopeless find their 
way. 
Such a man is John Frykrnan, an 
ordained Lutheran minister who, in his 
newly created posItIOn as Community 
Counselor with the Carmel Unified School 
District, counsels adults as well as youngs-
ters, who need help in solving problems. 
Many, though by no means all, of the 
problems are centered around drug abuse. 
(John Perkins Photos) 
John, who came to Carmel just over a 
year ago, brings the expertise which he 
partially gained from two years as director 
of the Drug Treatment Program in San 
Francisco's Haight-Ashbury district. He, 
along with Dr. Roger Smith, set up the 
program and became deeply involved in 
the lives of the patients, many of whom 
lived in a "theapeutic community" in a 
huge old Victorian house in the Haight. 
It was at this time that he rounded out 
his training in pharmacology and medical 
treatment of drug crises at the University 
of Califo rnia Medical Center in San Fran-
cisco. 
There are those among us, in the some-
what self-serving, family of man, who have 
an added dimension to their metaphysical 
make-up which permits, or maybe com-
Prior to the Drug Treatment Program, 
John, who was the first urban church spec-
ialist trained at Philadelphia Lutheran 
Theological Seminary, was pastor of two 
It's Time for Christmas Lay-a-Ways at
mmm 
... the Peninsula's • 
quality discount I 
center ... where 
you'll find famous-
maker gifts at 
discount prices. 
A small deposi t 
1951 FREMONT BLVD. 
IN SEASIDE 
will hold the gifts you choose until Dec. 18. 
Project Aquniul 
congregations, one in Sacramento, for two 
years, followed by a six-year stint at St. 
John's Lutheran Church in Oakland. Both 
were in what is euphemistically known as 
"changing" neighborhoods, e.g., blacks 
were moving in and some whites were 
moving out. I n the Oakland congrega-
tion, which at that time was 60 per cent 
black, some interaction between the whites 
and blacks occurred, "but not as much as 
I would have liked," John remarked. There 
was a general exodus of the "old guard" 
whites as blacks became more predomi-
nate. John was pleased at the phenomenon 
of other white fami lies joining the church 
primarily because they were interested in 
becoming part of an integrated congre-
gation. 
While at St. John'S, John, whose first 
marriage ended in divorce, married Cheryl 
Arnold, a tiny, gentle, blond, young wom-
an, who joined the church staff as a parish 
worker. "Our wedding was a festival/' 
remembered Cheryl. "The whole congre-
gation joined in a celebration." 
Theirs in a unique and beautiful and 
undoubtedly pragmatic relationship. Be-
fore the ceremony they filed an addendum 
to the marriage contract with the county 
clerk, which delineated their relationship 
in exact terms. This included a property 
sett lement, in the eventuality they might 
part. They renewed their vows, and their 
two-yea r "contract," last December, and 
now plan to renew them yearly. "I think 
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it's a very positive statement about our 
staying together," said Cheryl, "not be-
cause we have to, but because we want to . 
The property sett lement was made so it 
could never be used as a weapon at a 
vulnerable time, if we were ever to break 
up." Somehow, that possibility seems very 
remote. 
Cheryl, who uses her maiden name, 
teaches second grade at La Mesa School. 
She and John live in a recently purchased 
home on the Monterey side of Carmel, 
located mid-point between their respec-
tive jobs, and roomy enough to accommo-
date visits by his three children. 
Although John's maternal grandfather 
was a "bible-belting" Lutheran lay preach-
er, there is little else in John's background 
to suggest a religious calling. He was 
born in Boston in 1932, where the family 
resided briefly before moving to his grand-
parents' farm in a little Swedish "colony 
of sorts" near Lowell, Mass. 
John's parents were Swedish immi-
grants and he didn't learn to speak Eng-
lish until he started school in a one-room 
school house which encompassed eight 
grades. John feels his parents raised him 
in a particularly fine way, and noted that 
"even with their closed. old-world kind 
of thing, they were st ill able to let me be 
me. They never tri ed to control me in the 
sense that a lot of parents try to control 
their children. They made clear what 
they expected, set limits, but I was free 
to act within that framework." 
After complet ing high school in a 
neighboring community, he entered the 
University of Massachusetts on a football 
scholarship. It was young John's first time 
away from home, and he made the most 
of it, "drinking and getting into all kinds 
of trouble." After a year there he entered 
Wentworth Institute in Boston to study 
architectural construcion. He was drafted 
into the Army the following year, and 
subsequently spent 13 months in Korea in 
an ant i-aircraft battalion. 
John's negative reaction to being in 
Korea was more visceral than philosophi-
cal. His way of dealing with it was to 
form, with two close friends, "The Escape 
Society." "Our way of escaping was partly 
through drinking, like the others, but also 
in discussing our hopes, ideas and dreams." 
In his capacity as battery Information 
and Education NCO, John was instru-
mental in getting most of the men enrolled 
in education courses. "There was no 
place else in the area at that time with 
that kind of involvement, so we did try to 
change some things." 
Another, more personal change, for 
John, was his attitude toward religion, 
which he had "kind of cancelled out." 
The battalion chaplain, "a very meaningful 
guy," made a profound impact on John 
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A "rap lession" heipi IOlve .. few problem • .It ProJect Aquariut. 
Not surprisingly, John found "the best 
part of the Army was the G I Bill after-
wards," which he utilized by returning to 
\Ventworth and finishing the architectural 
course, After one summer of working as 
an architect, he decided he "just didn't dig 
it. " He had some GI Bill left, so enrolled 
in Bethany College, a small Lutheran 
church school in Kansas, But after receiv-
ing his B,A, in sociology he decided he 
"wanted to do some more thinking," and 
entered the Philadelpiha Lutheran Theo-
logical Seminary, 
His first student assignment to a set-
tlement house in West Philadelphia, work-
ing with ghetto residents, drew him into 
a deep commitment, Urban problems be-
came his specialty, with emphasis on com-
munity organization, inter-group relations, 
clinical counseling and group therapy. 
John has an offic ial call from his church 
to do the kind of work in which he is now 
involved in Carmel. He also assists at St. 
Vincent's Episcopal Church in Carmel 
Valley, helping with the services and doing 
counseling in the church. 
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The position of Community Counselor 
is an innovative one, and its purpose is 
four-fold; responsibility for drug education 
in schools counseling with people who 
have problems, acting as ombudsman for 
children in trouble, and being a catalyst 
who gets community projects off the 
ground. 
Of the efficacy of the new program, and 
particularly as it applies to drug abuse, Dr. 
H arris Taylor, Carmel School Superin-
tendent stated, "Last year there were 
rumors that there were 100 heroin addicts 
at the high school. Not that I believe that 
figure. But assuming this rumor was cor-
rect - if there were 100 addicts - then I 
can say it's been reduced by some 99.9 
per cent." 
He further noted that John "dealt with 
160 family situations last year - not merely 
drugs, but any distressful situation - the 
whole gamut of young adolescent problems 
- unwanted pregnancies, VD, potential 
runaways, as we1l as drugs. He carries a 
tremendous case load." 
There are now, partly through John's 
efforts, Community Counselors at all the 
hiRh schools on the Peninsula, as welt as 
MPC. They are under the supervision of 
the individual school districts, but have a 
direct staff relationship with Project 
Aquarius. 
Project Aquarius, which John helped 
organize, offers free. confidential counsel-
ing, 24-hour crisis intervention and gen-
eral educat ion on youth problems and 
drug abuse to the young people and par-
en ts of the Monterey Peninsula. John is 
on the board of directors and conducts, 
with others. training sessions for volun-
teers. Project Aquarius was implemented 
with a grant from the California Council 
of Criminal Justice. 
The Aquarian volunteers come from a 
variety of backgrounds, and include house-
wives, former drug addicts, teachers, stu-
dents, doctors - the list is an eclectic one 
indeed. They must initially complete 40 
hours of training before becoming coun-
selors, but it doesn't stop there. T rain ing 
is continuous. 
Pat Hahs, whose husband, Captain 
Orrie Hahs, is on the NPS Staff, is a Pro-
ject Aquarius volunteer, and says that in 
helping others she has enriched her own 
life. "When a person is in a crisis it is so 
important to be able to turn to another 
for help. I'm so delighted that I am able 
to be there. Helping others is giving me 
a chance to grow and, through the training, 
I've learned to deal more effectively with 
any problems that might come up in my 
own family." Commenting on John Fryk-
man, Pat said, "John is one of the beauti-
ful people in this world ... people who 
are caring . . . loving ... wise. His 
philosophy of life is so sound. He is a 
remarkable creative person, who truly 
loves people. An 'I-Thou' person who 
relates to others with total honesty, he 
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does not play a rote. H e is just himself." 
The director of P roject Aquarius, Larry 
Burghardt, told me that he felt we were 
fortunate to have a man like John Fryk· 
man in the community, not just because of 
his experience and knowledge in the field 
of drug abuse, but his imaginative way of 
dealing with people. We've a ll learned so 
much from John." 
J aho's approach to helping a person 
work through his difficulties is non· 
judgmental and participatory. He believes 
it is vital for the counselor to establish ~n 
"authentic relationship" and not remam 
an outsider, aloof and clinically remote 
from the client and his difficulties. 
His first line of attack is to set up a 
plan, tailored to individu~1 ne~ds. wherein 
the client can contend with hiS problems. 
John emphasizes solving the problems, 
rather than adjusting to them. "So-called 
'well-adjusted' people," John said, "are 
to me the dullest people in the world be-
cause they never tearn to fully enjoy yfe 
or deal with their problems - they J~st 
adjust to them. An adjustment mentahty 
is a 'fix' mentality." 
Talking about interpersonal relation-
ships, he said, "Ultimately, the only perso~ 
you can control is yourself. You can t 
control anybody else. All you control is 
what you do. And if you change ~hat you 
do in a family situation, for tnstance, 
ev~rybody else has to change. There's no 
way they can stay the same. People 
are not just individuals, but parts of 
groups, communities, systems, which are 
all interdependent on each other." 
Asked why a young person would 
choose the potentially destructive method 
of taking drugs to deal with his frustra-
tions, John replied, III would say that 
most people - not just kids - with drug 
abuse problems have a combination of 
low self-esteem and very high approval 
needs. We teach people in this society 
to have low self-esteem by making sure 
that the way you get acceptance and ap-
proval is by pleasing someone else -
Mom, Dad, teacher, the policeman, but 
not yourself. The only way you can check 
out your own worth is by the feedback you 
get from others. The minute you get 
rejection, you're reinforced that you have 
no worth, no value - and no self-esteem. 
The counselor must get the person to 
change, and the way I do it is to tell the 
person to keep doing what they're already 
doing, but I do it with a little twist . 
If he's saying he's a born loser, for in-
stance, I might say, 'Maybe you're right. 
Maybe you are a born loser. Maybe the 
most perfect insight you could have about 
yourself is that you're a born loser. He 
will begin arguing and not accept my 
verdict . I take what he has given me and 
give it back to him." 
J ohn, the former athlete, draws an 
analogy between the counselor and the 
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football coach. "The coach can give the 
players a little bit of help to play the game 
better, to function better, to see their mis-
takes. But the coach gives the ultimate re-
sponsibility to the player, and this the 
counselor must do, give the client the 
chance to take the responsibility for him-
self an dsay, 'you're wrong. I do have 
some self-esteem.' .. 
I asked John if he equated abuse of 
alcohol with drug abuse. "I don't think 
its an either! or situation. Most people 
make the mistake of thinking that aJco-
hole is an adult problem, and marijuana 
or other drugs are young people's prob-
lems, but that isn't true. The most serious 
problems I've had to deal with in school 
are the kids who are troubled with alcohol, 
not other drugs. And you find many 
adults who are having problems with 50-
called label drugs. We have a universally 
drug-oriented society, but a lot of adults 
like to just lay it on the kids . 
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"I witt not say," continued John, "that 
marijuana is a safe drug, but it is certainly 
a Jess harmful substance, pharmaco-
logically, than alcohol or barbituates, or 
phenathiazine tranquilizers. To most who 
work with drug users, speed use is by far 
the most troublesome, but even heroin is 
considered Jess debilitating than alcohol. 
It's the lifestyle of the heroin user that is 
so destructive, because it is a very expen-
sive habit to maintain, and they must 
turn to stealing, prostituting, or whatever. 
That's what wipes the addict out - not 
the physical effect of the drug. Of course, 
a person can overdose with heroin, causing 
death, if untreated, but the same thing 
can happen with alcohol." 
J ohn sees drug use as being sympto-
matic, with as many reasons for turning to 
drugs as there are people. "When we're 
going to approach solving the problem, 
dealing with it and treating it, the rea-
Project AquariUl cou .... Io,. oH., fri ...... ip _n4 h.lp to .nyo ... who co ...... 
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At 'roject ....... ri •• • 'Ieryone i. in'lotve4 in helping others. 
sons the problem exists don't really make 
any difference. A big trap we as people 
fall into is thinking that if we knew the 
reasons why we are doing something, then 
we woul dstop. This just isn't true. You 
have to deal with the immediacy of the 
situation to find a solution." 
And this is where he, and other coun-
selors, come in - to give, as he suggests 
in the title of his book, "A New Connec-
tion." 
John, who isn 't defensive about his 
longish hair, which is a softly waving 
brown ,or his handsome fulI beard, noted 
that, "People who are uptight get over the 
resistance to your appearance if what you 
THE TEAM APPROACH 
do counts for something. I think it's neces-
sary for people to begin celebrating the 
differences they have, rather than needing 
other people to be just like them." 
To talk with John is to experience new 
insights into human behaviour, new ways 
of perceiving close relationships, new ap-
proaches to old perplexities. This singular 
man changes lives, by sharing them. 
Kahlil Gibran, in his mystical book, 
"The Prophet," said, "you give but little 
when you give of your possessions. 1t is 
when you give of yourself that you truly 
give." 
John Frykman knows what that is all 
about. -Barbara Saville 
. . . and it makes good sense 
David L. Allard 
Ronald A. Melanson 
Richard E. Hanson 
Richard A. Krueger 
David B. Dixon 
Daniel F. Mayers 
Peter E. Ericksen 
Jerome M. Ledzinski 
Warren J. Buckner 
Darrel McOmber 
John F. Carroll 
R. Douglas Wray 
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FLIGHT - A sculpture by Gordon 
Newell was presented to the Naval Post-
graduate School by Cyril Chap pellet 
(right) who discusses his gift with Rear 
Admiral A. Scott Goodfellow, superintend-
ent of the school, before a meeting of the 
Board of Trustees to which Mr. Chappel-
let belongs. Named Flight by the artist, it 
will be placed in the Dudley Knox Library 
when it is completed and witl honor the 
recipients of an annual excellence in teach-
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Sand Castle Contest 
Carol Williams, onc of our Classmate 
photographers, snapped these candids dur-
ing the Carmel Sand Castle contest in 
Octobe r. The ship is a replica of a Coast 
Guard cutter built by some of the NPS 
Coast Guard students. 
WAGNER'S 
EARLY AMERICANA 
Distinctive Pine Furniture 
Lamps and Accessories 
Antiques and Collector Items 
700 Cannery Row • Monterey • 375-0716 
MISSION STREET BETWEEN 5th AND 6th 
MAKE SWEATERS TO LINGERIE 
O.S.W.C. SPONSORED COURSE 
Tuesday 7,30 - 9,30 p.m. Thursday 7,30 - 9 ,30 p.m. 
Enroll now for instruction classes 
Telephone 624-5727 Cormel, California 
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ColuMbll , Y,nkee, Storm Iftd B,rb", during a milch race with a visiting te'M, (JOC Dale Kite Photos) 
The Quiet Way ToGo 
It's the quiet that comes to you at 
once when sailing. The gentle motion of 
the wind. Gliding along with only the 
whisper of the water as you cut through; 
the soft crackle of the sails overhead and 
the whistle of the wind in your ears. The 
thrill of racing along with the brilliance of 
sunshine, blue sky and sapphire water is 
there, too, but the quiet always seems to 
come through strongest to me - almost a 
miracle after a noisy, busy time in today's 
world. It is not the fastest or the most 
convenient mode of transportation. How-
ever, it must be one of the most relaxing 
and graceful ways to get from one point 
to another. 
Monterey Bay is renowned as as one of 
the most beautiful areas in the world and 
the spectacular scenery that surrounds the 
Bay can best be seen from the Bay itself. 
A unique opportunity to combine sight-
seeing and a sailing experience is offered 
at the Naval Postgraduate School through 
the programs of the Recreation Depart-
ment and the Naval Postgraduate Sail ing 
Association. 
The Recreation Department has th ree 
Shields class sloops which are 30 feet long. 
These boats were donated through the 
Naval Postgraduate School Foundation by 
Robert M. Allan and Cornelius Shields. 
One of the boats, "Barbara," was named 
for the late Barbara McNitt. The boats 
are suitable for day sailing and for racing, 
but not for overnight cruising, as they 
carry no lights or motors . 
To use these boats, qualification of a 
Class B rating under the L.S. Naval Sail-
ing Association requirements is necessary. 
To part icipate in racing, a C rating is 
required. The boats are presently avail-
able from 9 a.m. to sunset seven days a 
week. Exceptions to this are Tuesday mor-
nings, which is the maintenance time for 
the boats, and Friday afternoons when 
they are used in the training programs. 
Skippers must be qualified to use the boats. 
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The boats are also not availab le, of course, 
when small craft warnings are up. 
The boats a re available to active duty 
military or their dependents in the area 
and to (acuity and civilian staff who are 
eligible for a Recreation Privilege Card. A 
small fee of SOc for enlisted, $1 for those 
0-1 to 0-4 and $1.50 for those 0-5 and 
above is charged for each voyage. The 
boats are owned, maintained and repaired 
by the Recreation Department under the 
supervision of the Assistant First Lieuten-
ant. 
The Naval Postgraduate Sailing Asso-
ciation was started in June, 1970. It is a 
branch of the U.S. Naval Sailing Associa. 
tion. The present officers are: LT George 
Burman as Commodore, LT Pat Connor 
as · Vice Commodore, LT Cris Pilger as 
Rear Commodore, and Mr. Bill Thomas 
as Secretary-Treasurer. 
...... ,. 
The Sailing Associat ion has a training 
and qualification program which includes 
both classroom instruction and practice. 
The classroom instruction is held once 
each Quar ter in a series of about five lec-
tures. A written test is part of the Quali-
fication requirements for skipper as well as 
a practical examination. 
O n Friday afternoons, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., 
during the school year the boats are used 
fo r instruction by Qualified skippers. LT 
Burman stressed that anyone interested is 
welcome and that you don't have to be 
se riously involved but merely curious about 
sailing. The boats are located at berth A-
81 or A-82 in the Monterey Municipal 
Marina. A map showing this location is on 
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(N.A.U.I./ P.A.D.I ) 
* D ... COR 
* U.S. DIVERS 
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* SW1MASTER 
* SPORTSW ... YS 
* PARKWAYS 
* H ... RVEY'S SK1ND1V1NG SUITS 
(Customized if desired) 
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* SKIN DIVING EQUIPMENT RENT ... LS 
8 .... M. TO 7 P.M. S ... T., SUN., HOlID ... YS 
COME IN AND VISIT 
2240 DEL MONTE AVENUE AT RAMONA AVENUE IN MONTEREY 
TELEPHONE 375·1933 
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Aboard Storm during a training session. Sailing on a brisk day near Hopkins Marine Station. 
the sailing bulletin board in Herrmann 
Hall outside the Recreation Office. 
The U.S. Naval Association ratings are 
standardized in all naval installations. An 
"A" rating is the minimal as qualifies a 
person for crew but not for skipper. A 
"B" rating is for cruising as skipper. A 
"C" rating is required for racing and a 
knowledge of the ru les and practices of 
racing is needed. The ratings "D,", "E," 
and "F" are for larger boats, overnights 
and for master mariner. 
The Kaval Postgraduate Sailing Asso-
Hamilton's 
Clatton offers various activities as well. 
Each quarter there is a program featuring 
a speaker or sailing film. In the late sum-
mer or early fall, a one-day cruise is plan-
ned. So far excursions to Moss Landing 
and Stillwater Cove have been made. 
The Association organizes races also. 
In May, a Memorial Day race is held with 
competition among the diffe rent Navy 
west coast sailing associations. This year 
teams from San Diego, Long Beach, 
San F rancisco and the USS Providence at-
tended. The ~PS team, skippered by ENS 
NUT SHOPPE 
3294 DEL MONTE' MARINA' TELEPHONE 384·7023 
V. Mile North Marina Village Shopping Center at Mar!< Motel 
"CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S UNIQUE GIFT SHOP" 
Our complete Christmas line now on d isplay in our Marina Shop. Over 
300 new and different gift items to choose from - freshl y roasted nuts 
such as almonds, cashews, pecans and Brazil nuts to exot ic dried fru its 
such as papaya, banana, and pine· 
apple combined together with 
some of the most delightful im· 
ported and domestic candies to 
provide you with a truly d ifferent 
and unique gift this Christmas. 
OUR NEW 1971 COLOR 
CHRISTMAS CATALOG 
HAS NOW BEEN MAILED 
If you haven't rece ived yours as 
yet write or call today and one 
will be sent by return mail. 
TO CLASSMATE READERS 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Mention you read our add in 
Classmate and we will allow 20% 
off on ou r unique "SIX PACK 
CHOICE" a delightful gift con· 
ta ining six see-through cups, each 
filled with from 9 to 12 ounces 
of goodies of your choice (82 
d ifferent items to choose from in 
our "choice" packs). 
Offer Good Through Nov. 15 
Pat Dawson, sa iled to a fir st place victory, 
with the San Francisco team placing sec-
ond. 
In late October, the school association 
held a Navy Day Regatta for the yacht 
clubs around Monterey Bay. T hey hope to 
make th is an annual event. 
The Monterey Yacht Club offers Naval 
Postgraduate School students activities in-
clud ing the opportunity of crewing on 
members' boats and a mi litary membership 
which is good for three years. 
If you've never experienced sailing, 
Monterey is a unique area to start. Go 
down to the marina on a bright sunny Fri-
day afternoon and give it a try. - Pat 
AUredson. 
Three Shields prior to cristening ceremonies. 
• 
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01 Jhe 
m~tar~ /Jatt 
The Military Ball for 1971, "Sword 
and Shie ld of the Nation," was held in Oc-
toher. Pictured here and on the following 
pages are a few of the highlights of the 
ADM and Mrs. Goodfellow enter the Ball. g lamorous evening. OUT congratulations 
<Trend Photos) and thanks are extended to everyone that 
made the Ball possible. 
COMING TO WASHINGTON? 
Write for free Sales-Rental Bulletin, brochures, 
price lists, financing information and maps. 
Every letter answered promptly - no obligation . 
MRS. L YOIA FEY 
Serving housing needs for the past 15 years with 
ROUTH ROBBINS REAL ESTATE CORPORATION 
400 North Wa shington Street, Alexandria , Virginia 
Phone, (703) B36-6200 • (703) 356-2516 
Serving both Mary land and Virginia 
Ptlge Thirteen 
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100 CANNUY lOW, MONTElEY . fOl lESUVATIONS rHONE 312·150 
NOVEMBER, 1971 
One of the two mirrors prelented by OSWC 
reflects: the decor.tionl, 
To.1tt were m.de by ADM Goodf.11ow 
.nd LT JeHriel, 
The ",utic Wit ........ 
, 
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Couples danced the night .wa,. 
Memorie. will linger. 
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We have Vogue, Simpl ic-
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at our Marina 
Store 
Owned and operated by 
CDR . LEE G. M ILLS, USN (Ret. 





















Are you looking for an elegant restau-
rant in which to spend a romantic evening? 
Try to imagine a spacious room car-
peted in luxurious red and blue checks, 
contour black leather and carved wood 
captain's chairs, soft lighting, ship paint-
ings and prints decorating the walls, flood-
lights illuminating the thundering ocean 
below, wooden railings and a crow's nest. 
If you'll add delicious food and superb 
service, you've just successfully imagined 
the Craw's Nest, a Chatmar Inn located in 
the Holiday Inn of Monterey. 
Dinner entrees range from fresh 
Maine lobster, which you choose live from 
a tank, to exotic fare, like Hawaiian Mahi 
Mahi and Italian Style Bouillabaisse. All 
are served with a chilled fresh and pickled 
vegetable tray, crackers, soup or salad 
garnished with baby shrimp, potato and 
hot garlic bread. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Itt. nautical .hnoIph.,.. 
(John Perkins Photos) 
The Crow's Nest operates from 7:00 
a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Breakfast menus in-
clude in season fresh fruit and true country 
fare with real Virginia Ham and grits or 
hash browns. For lunch the Chef recom-
mends the Special of the Day or a wide 
variety of both cold and hot sandwiches. 
Special menus for large or small groups 
are available as is a beautiful private room 
also overlooking the bay. 











871 FOAM STREET 375-6478 - Call Anytime MONTEREY. CALIFORNIA 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Balancing , 
Front Alignment and Service 
8ra~e Service 




TIRES - TUBES - BATTERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
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The Crow's Nest Chef, Martin Wilmer, 
has been in the "business" since 1934 and 
he was not only willing to share a great 
recipe, but allowed me to inspect his do-
main personally. 
Mr. Wilmer suggested the Crab Legs 
Voltaire with Oven Baked Rice. Just saute 
a medium onion finely chopped in butter 
until tender, add rice and water (2~ cups 
of water to 1 cup rice), cover and bake in 
3S0-degree oven for about 22 minutes. Sea-
son and serve. 
For a vegetable try an old favorite with 
a new twist. Saute a finely chopped me-
dium onion and about 1 cup coarsely 
chopped lettuce in butter, add either fresh 
or frozen peas, cover, simmer until tender, 
add a little water if needed, season with 
salt, pepper and a pinch of sugar. 
A dry California white wine, well 
chilled and served in tall goblets, and soft 
candle light should insure your family and 
guests an epicurean supper. 
CRAB LEGS VOLTAIRE 
Prepare all the ingredients ahead of 
tim~ and you can actually complete the 
cooking at your dinner table by using a 
chafing dish. 
Parboil and finely chop about !4 sweet 
green pepper. Allow about 3 King Crab 
legs per each serving, or about 8 crab legs 
(you can either shell your own crab or 
have it prepared at the wharf). 
Place 4 butter patties in preheated chaf-
ing dish, add green pepper, stir artfully a 
few times (a direct quote). Add crab legs, 
a dash of Accent, two turns of freshly 
ground pepper and a few grains of salt. 
Stir a few times with great flourish to 
heat thoroughly. Add one tablespoon 
Brandy and flame. Add one tablespoon 
white wine (sauterne) and allow the liquid 
in the dish to reduce. Add about 2 cups of 
whipping cream (a little less if the crab 
legs are juicy). Stir until smooth, being 
careful not to crumble the crab. Add ~ 
teaspoon Worcestershire sauce, 3 drops 
Tabasco and the juice of ~ lemon. 
Combine wen and check the consistency 
of the sauce; if it is not heavy enough or 
thick enough, you can add a small bit of 
corn starch dissolved in some of the 
cream; if too thick, add a bit of cream. 
Taste, correct if necessary, add 1 tea-
spoon of dry sherry and serve. - Rickie 
Frost 
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ChrittllUll decoration, were for sale. 




Below homemade item. were for nle. Pic-
tured to the right i, II displ., of decorations 
made from egg sheUs. All the display., auc-
tion items lind ule items were beautifully 
made. (John Perkins Photos) 
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A professional corporation designed and established to coordinate 
financial services for the career officer. 
Watch "TIP on Financial Planning" 
Sundays 5:30 p.m. MPTV Channel 13 
Main Office: 329 Ocean Ave., Monterey Telephone 375-1236 
(One block from NPS 3rd St. gate ) 
SEARS 
ROEBUCK and CO. 
Immediate Delivery on TV's and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
on Carpeting, Heating, Plumbing and 
Kitchen Remodeling 
111 TYLER. • MONTEREY 
Trlepbooe 171-1171 
P~ge Eighteen 
From left to right: Uta Ziehm., UII. Tochl, 
Ute Souchon, Trudy Ebert and Antje Kuchler. 
THE CLASSMATE 
term," 15 year non-career or career. If he 
chooses to make the Navy a career, he has 
chosen his life's work, for the more senior 
in rank a German officer becomes, the 
longer until his retirement. A Lieutenant 
Commander can retire at a ge 52, this be-
ing the earliest retirement age. 
Flensburg is not only the home of the 
Academy, but also the home town of two 
of the German wives, Antje Kuchler and 
Elke Zimmerman. 
Antje (AN'T A) and LCDR K laus-
Dieter Kuchler arrived in Monterey one 
year ago with their two sons, O laf, 4, and 
Ralf, 2. In the true wifely spirit of 
NOVEM BER, 19 71 
From left to right: Erika Prunsch, Elke Zim-
merman, Rosemarie Kelle, Susi Mueller, 
Sharon Sisson, .1 nd Regine Rautmann. 
On Jhe .J.nternationat Scene - (Jerman,! 
Germans bring flowers .. . Almost any 
of you who have been fortunate enough to 
entertain one of the thirteen German 
couples or three bachelor officers, have 
been presented with a bouquet of fresh 
fl owers which at once said, "hello" and 
"thank you." This custom seems to give a 
rather clear insight into the character of 
the German people. 
Since the Navy was common ground 
for aU of us, we used this as our jumping-
off place for the interview. Flensburg, in 
the far north, is the home of Marine Schule 
(the German Naval Academy). Unlike 
the United States. all German officers 
must attend and complete this school. Not 
too long after commissioning, the officer 
must decide whether he will stay "short 
NPS, Antje entered four of her enameled 
wall hangings for auction in t his year's 
"Creative Showcase." 
Elke, also raised in Flensburg, boasts a 
grandfather who was a missionary in Red 
China. Her husband Wolff-Rudiger came 
to the Peninsula alone one and one-half 
years ago while Elke (who is a nurse) 
awaited the birth of their second child. 
Now Elke, husband, Kerstin, 4, and Mark, 
lYz. are all settled and have fallen in love 
with the Pebble Beach area. 
A thumbnail sketch of the history of 
Germany shows that her path has been a 
tortuous one. Germany became and re-
mained for seven centuries (962-1648) the 
heart of the Holy Roman Empire. It offi-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i BSC;flPB ~ 
from the driving 
doldrums. 
Make your gel-away in an MG MIDGET 
A lot of action for a little cash. That 's the MG Midget. 
With 1275cc engine, four-speed gearbox, dual brak· 
lng system with disc brakes up front, and heavy-duty 
suspension. Plus such luxuries as an electric tachom-
eter, efficient heater / defroster. Snug folding top and 
i BReiil.sN MOTORS ~ i 771 DEL MONTE OF MONTEREY TELEPHONE 313-3041 
************************************************~*~~~~ 
cially existed until 1806. This was broken 
up by the Thirty Years War, and until 
Bismark appeared in the middle of the 
19th century, there was no real Germany, 
but only a multitude of principalities and 
independent cities. The brilliant and ruth-
less "Iron Chancellor" buHt the First 
Reich, wsich lasted until WWI when it 
was succeeded by the Weimar Republic. 
. . . the Second Reich. Hitler fought his 
way into this fragile political house and 
built the powerful and dangerous Third 
Reich, which came to an end in 1945. The 
unhappy division into East and West Ger-
many developed, but West Germany re-
gained her freedom and complete sover-
eignty, joined the West in full alliance and 
rapidly grew great again. Today it is 
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again an impressive nation, advancing a t 
Q p.d.ce that has inspired world attention. 
Rosemarie Kelle is onc of the wives 
who was born in East Germany, and was 
only four years old when they moved to 
the West. Most of the young children, 
who fled with their parents, remember only 
what their parents have told them. Rose-
marie and Karl-Heinz Kelle have a daugh-
ter, Susanne,S, and son, Gunter, 2~. 
When they set foot on U.S, soil, Rose-
marie spoke no English. Now, two years 
la ter, she has completed high school 
courses and is working on a college level. 
Erika Prunsch, a secretary in Germany. 
found herself in the same situation as Rose-
marie; she knew very little English and 
she, too, started taking courses. She and 
her husband, Heinz, have both taken ad-
vantage of sports opportunities on the 
Peninsula. Heinz and several other Ger-
man men have tried their "fins" at scuba 
diving and husbands and wives have all 
used the tennis courts whenever po;;sible. 
I've no doubt that their daughter, Sabine, 
8%, has also put these facilities to good use. 
Perhaps the short history of Germany, 
which I mentioned, has much to do with 
the Germans' look toward the future. After 
tempestuous years such as they encoun-
tered, they seem now to always look ahead 
to the training and preparation of their 
children and young adults for a productive 
and futt life. This is well shown in their 
school set-up. 
A German chiJd begins his school years 
at age six and must continue until age 
eighteen. H owever, at fifteen , if the young 
person is working at a trade or profession, 
he need only attend school one day a week 
until his eighteenth birthday. The schools 
in Germany can not be equated to our 
grammar, jr. high, high and college educa-
tion. At age ten a German child enters 
what is at once high school and college 
(a nine year course) . At the end of this 
period he must take a pass or fail exam. 
If passed, the student can then elect to at-
tend a university where he can obtain a 
degree which takes a minimum of three 
years. At age ten the child and his par-
ents can a lso choose to elest different types 
of trade srhool education which terminates 
at eighteen. In other words, all German 
children are well prepared for the future . 
The military furthers this in their newly 
adopted plans for schooling all enlisted 
so that when they return to civilian life, 
they will be able to make a more worth-
while contribution. 
As is evident, the school system is di-
verse and well planned and the teachers 
who participate in this program must be 
equaJty as diverse and flexible. Four of 
the wives here were school teachers in 
Germany. 
Heidi Lueneburg, wife of LCDR Jeorg 
Lueneburg and mother of Anja, 2, is 
expecting her second baby in October. 
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For about five years Heidi worked as a 
technical advisor for an industrial firm , 
experimenting with and up-grading kitchen 
faci lities and working space in schools. 
She then taught home economics, sewing, 
cooking and organic biology for a year. 
Heidi is not wasting her time here, either. 
She is now working for credit in English 
Literature and Speech and hopes to be-
come an English teacher when she re-
turns home. 
Uta Orth is also a teacher and is ex-
pecting a baby. Uta and LCDR Gerhard 
Orth are looking forward to the arrival of 
their first child in the spring. Uta teaches 
in a specialized field ... mathematics in a 
trade school. Her students then would be 
from the ages of ten up. 
Ute Souchon and Suselies Mueller are 
"all-round" teachers. These girls must be 
able to teach all subjects to all grades from 
age six to fourteen. Not only the students, 
but the teachers as wen, are in top mental 
and physical condition. 
Ute and husband LCDR Lennart Sou-
chon, both with military men in their 
families (including an Adm. on the Sou-
chon side) have one daughter, Harriet, 2 
years old. Ute expressed a deep appreci-
ation for the wilting helpfulness which she 
has experienced in her neighbors and ac-
Quaintances here. 
Susi Mueller also has one daughter, 
Sabine, 2~. Her husband, LTJG Dieter 
Mueller, has a fascinating hobby. Dieter 
buys plastic cowboys and indians and by 
heating, re-molding and painting them, he 
produces figures of German soldiers. 






from town to town, classes are usually out 
about 1 PM, as that is the hour at which 
the main meal is taken in most homes. It 
is well that school lets out early to give 
the children time to play before they settle 
down to their three hours .. . give or take 
a little ... of homework. There is no T.V. 
problem here either, because in Germany 
there usually aren't any programs until 
early evening and even then they are 
fewer than ours. Instead of Saturday mor-
ning cartoons the children wiJI attend 
school or walk with their parents. 
Walking is a favorite pastime with all 
Germans and is usually directed toward the 
park where children can play and run. 
Most of the Germans live in "flats" and all 
Navy housing is apartment type. This is 
the best arrangement anyway as there are 
no baby sitters, as we know them, in Ger-
many. Your next door neighbor or some-
one in the building will check on the chil-
dren. 
It would take many more pages to 
enumerate the contributions of the Ger-
man people to the world at large. From 
slightly crazy Ludwig II (patron of Rich-
ard Wagner), who spent his reign build-
ing towering castles wh:ch practically left 
Bavaria bankrupt, to the swaying waltzes 
of the Strausses, the German mark has 
been visble to the entire world. 
Ulla and LCDR Peter Tocha are Ger-
many's present musical contribution to the 
Monterey area. Una and Peter met in ' 1958 
at the Conservatoire at Cologne, where he 
had enrolled in violin and she in voice a nd 
piano. Those who have attended Interna-
tional Night have heard one or both of 
Page Twenty 
them and will understand when I say t hat 
they are truly inspiring. Ulla and Peter 
have two children, Daniel, 4, and] ulia, 15 
months. 
Four more couples complete the list 
of Germans .aboard the N.P..S. ]utta 
Ziems, who studied history and art at M u-
nich, and husband LCDR Harald Ziems, 
are proud parents of Christian, 6, and 
Ilka, 4. Regine Rautmann, who brought 
me a bouquet of roses from her garden, 
and LCDR ]uergen Rautmann also have 
two children, Nicola, 3, and Carsten, 1. 
Their second child, like so many of the 
other German offspring, was born here and 
is eligible for dual citizenship. At twenty-
one these children will choose between 
German and American citizenship, but Uf}-
til that time they are able to carry pass-
ports from both countries. 
Gertraude Ebert's third child, Wim, 6 
months, is in the same situation. Ger-
traude and LCDR Rolf Ebert have two 
other children, Cera, 4, and Gudrun, 2. 
Fishing is a favorite pastime with this 
family. 
The last couple bears two marks of 
distinction . ... Helma and CDR Ingo H. 
Eddicks are the most recently arrived on 
the Peninsula and he is the senior German 
officer here. Helma and lngo we1comed 
their first child less than two months ago. 
After only seven months here the Eddicks 
feel very much at home and plan to enjoy 
every minute of their three-year stay. 
All thirteen of the German wives were 
wonderful and I thank them for sharing 
their time, thoughts, country and lives 
with us. 
The interview closed with promises of 
a very potent recipe for Rum Topf and 
with unified wishes that I express to the 
Americans how happy the German couples 
are to be here and how "at home" they 
feel with us. - Sharon Sis80n 
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Recipe for Rum Topf 
(Rum Bowl or Pot) 
Heidi Lueneburg shared this very easy 
recipe with me. The end result s can be 
used in at least three different ways .... 
The liquid result makes a very potent cor-
dial to be served with coffee, after dinner. 
The fruit can be used as a delic ious dessert 
and the fruit liquid combination over ice 
cream is out of this world. 
INGREDIENTS ... Fruit ... in .ea· 
son. Should be fresh and firm. 
Rum ... dark ... 500/0 or more proof. 
Sugar 
You begin your rum pot in the spring 
when the first berries are at peak (usually 
strawberries). In a large bowl (about four 
quarts) place one pound of fruit, one 
pound of sugar, and cover with rum. Cover 
the bowl and let sit. not refrigerated, but in 
a cool place, until the next fruit is added 
. .. sour cherries. Follow the same propor-
tions ... pound of fruit. pound of sugar 
... cover with rum ... stir and cover un-
til you are ready to add still other fruits . 
Raspberries, blackberries, fresh pineapple, 
apricots and black currant are suggested. 
To avoid being over sweet. decrease the 
sugar to one half pound after the third 
fruit is added ... i.e .... one pound of 
fruit to ~ pound sugar. After all the 
fruit s have been added, set aside, stirring 
about twice a month until Christmas. It 
makes a g lorious holiday treat for the fam-
ily and special friends. 
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POW-MIA 
"Help Us, Help Them" has been re-
organized. A general meeting was held 
to d i s~uss new projects and introduce new 
committees that will work together to keep 
the citizens of the Monterey Peninsula nj-
formed of the continual plight of the 
POW-MIA and what is being done to 
help them. 
The new committees are : Administra-
tion, headed by Marty Humphreys (375-
8355). She is in charge of the office, mail, 
and co-ordinator with all other committees 
and other POW-MIA groups; Ways and 
Mean., Mary Si550n (375-1420) . She han-
dles donations and the selling of POW-
MIA collector coins. Debbie McNamara 
is in charge of ordering VIVA POW-MIA 
bracelets, etc.; Education and Research, 
Donna Crane (394·7681) keep. a file on 
up-to-date news, TV, radio and letters of 
POW-MIA information. She organizes 
kits for speakers and write-in campaigns: 
Special Project., Toni Smittle (375-1918) 
organizes workers to man POW-MIA in-
formation booths at special activ Ities 
throughout the area; Publicity. Karla 
Needham (375-7349) informs citizens of 
coming events, projects, and news - to 
keep aware the POW-MIA cause through 
newspapers, TV, radio, letters, clubs and 
other organizations. 
A special section of Publicity is the 
"Speakers" headed by Sherry Scheber, who 
keeps a li st of men and women well in-
formed with facts on the POW-MIA prob-
lem. She will schedule speakers for any 
meeting or club on request, and also 
works as co-ordinator for write- ins. 
All committees are looking for volun-
teers. Whatever you can do to "Help us, 
Help them" - please call the office (372-
5154), or committee chairman. 
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At The Piano ... 
... At The Baron 
Step through the door of the El Prado 
Lounge between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. any 
weekday and you'll find a quiet atmos-
phere for lunch known 35 the Bold Baron. 
The soothing clink of glass and the in-
viting aroma of beef help to create the re-
laxed, gracious climate, hut the man at the 
piano puts the final touch on the atmos-
phere. 
That man is George Miller and has been 
in music most of his life. He has heen at 
the Commissioned Officers' and Faculty 
Club off and on for 15 years. He has also 
been a barher for 20 years. It is a rare, 
but interesting combination. 
"[ can 't really remember exactly when 
I started playing the piano," Mr. Miller 
said. "I sang in front of an audience at a 
very young age and won some talent 
shows as a child." 
The beginning of his career as a barber 
is easier for him to pinpoint. He said, "1 
was in the Marines from 1945 to 1949. One 
day the Colonel came down the line and 
he pointed at me and said, 'You're a bar-
ber" And 1 said, 'Yes, sir" II 
"I look back on my Marine Corps days 
as an unforgettable experience. I play 
most years for the Marine Corps Birthday 
Ball and always feel sentimental" 
The Millers moved to the Monterey 
area 17 years ago for a good place to raise 
and educate their four children. They're 
grown now and two are married with fam-
ilies of their own. 
Mr. Miller said, "I'd work for peanuts 
- and have - to be able to stay in the 
area." The Millers live in Carmel and en-
joy outdoor activities which include bi-
cycling, camping, golf and fishing. 
"It's the newness and cleanness of the 
Monterey area that attracts me the most," 
Mr. Miller said. "By newness I mean so 
much of it is still unspoiled. I've seen most 
of our country, and the Far East while in 
the Marines, and I find this the most beau-
tifu1." 
Mr. Miller is retiring as a barber this 
year and will be concentrating fully on his 
music. In addition to piano, he also plays 
the trumpet, vibs and organ. He is play-
ing at Raphael's on Sunday, Monday and 
Tuesday evenings with his own equipment. 
into the sound of a complete band. He 
playe4 for the OSWC "Cornucopia, Fash-
ions Aplenty." 
Stop in at the Bold Baron or Raphael's 
and listen to George Miller's atmosphere. 
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• imported toys 
• puppets & marionettes 
• doll houses, furniture, accessories 
• educational toys 
• adult toys, games & puules 
• local originals 
a complete selection of CREATIVE PlAYTHIIIGS 
Left on San Carlos between Ocean & 7th, Carmel Carmel • 624-0441 
Page Twenty-Two 
BACCALAUREATE 
Editor: 10 Baud". 
Reporters: Kar", Iobnscm, Pam Tincher, 
Nancy Ioplin, Barb Saville, Pat Donahue 
851102 .. . Mark Frick (below) in the fore. 
ground, was hOlt for. reception given in his 
home in honor of Ken and Linda Crowder. 
Others are Doug Bond, Fred Warren, Mike 
Webber, Dan Shewell, .nd Jelnne Ruhley. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Newlyweds Ken Ind Linda Crowder. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1171 FREMONT BOULEVARD TELEPHONE 899-2533 
BLUE LUSTRE RUG SHAMPOO 
EXCELLENT, efficient, and economical, that's BLUE LUSTRE Carpet and 
upholstery cleaner. Rent an electric shampooer for $1 .00 a day at 
t ime of shampoo purchase. 
FREMONT HARDWARE and SUPPLY 
..•••••.•••...•.....................................•••••• 
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Judy Sullivan, P,ula McBride. Helen Unser 
and Mary Ann Meier shown above at Helen's 
house in August working on items for Cre. 
ative Showcase. Paula McBride and Judy 
Sullivan (below) hard at work . 
J,net BaHaglil, Corkl Johnson, Mary Ann 
Meier and Susan Sehlin at the luncheon. 
• 
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MirY Aft" Mei.r, Su .. n Setehlin" eo ... 1 Joh,... 
son, Helen Unser, June House, Roxanne 
Grimm, Elaine Northrup li nd P,ul. McBride 
e. bov. and below) at the September luncheon 
at the Sardine Factory. 
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Dnid MII"".n,'. hand goes up - just one room lenefit. Anyon. want to buy II $51, 
of many times during the evening of the 8all- 14K ash tray from Glen Campbell7 
SHOWER GIFTS 
INFANTS 
GIRLS to 12 - BOYS to 6x 
BAllOl '" Memben enJoyed dinner at The 
Shu"en befo re the Ballroom Be nefit. 
MILITARY WIVES AGREE 
Carmel 
624-2185 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
Clothes come cleaner ... colors brighter. Your dishes 
and silverware sparkle. Beauty shops all know the 
importance of soft water shampoos. 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 





Our Water is hard. Find out for yourself what soft 
water can do for you . Hundreds of Military families 
are enjoy ing this service . . . and saving money. 
Phone today . . . no obligation. 
<SERVfsOFT:>l 
SOFT WATER IS RECOMMENDED BY 
LEADING WASHING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
RAPHAEL'S 
D D 
SERVING HOURS Adjoining Fairground's 
T ravelodge on 
Fremont, Monterey 
Breakfast 7 a.m. - 11 a.m. 
Luncheon 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Phone 373-3387 Dinner 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
(WE SERVE NOTHING BUT U. S. CHOICE BEEF) 
Soup of the Day Cup .25 - Bowl .40 
1. TOP SIRLOIN, King Size ........................... 3.99 12. CHICKEN FRIED STEAK ........................... 1.39 
2. TOP SI RLOIN, Queen Size ....... 3.29 13. POLYNESIAN PEPPER STEAK ............... 2.79 
3. TOP SIRLOIN ........................................ . l.B9 
For those with a less hearty appetite. 
Slivers of choice beef intermingled 
with green peppers, mushrooms, rare 
herbs and an exotic sauce from the 
mysterious Orient, Served on a bed of 
fluffy white rice. 
4. FILET MIGNON, Ladies Size ................. 2.B9 14. MEAT BALL SANDWICH ........................... .B9 
5. FILET MIGNON, Man Size ........................ 3.29 
Mouth·watering meat balls and a de· 
licious sauce on a Kaiser roll. 
6. N.Y. STRIP SIRLOIN, the finest of all 4.49 15. HAMBURGER STEAK ................................. 1.39 One hall pound of freshly ground beef· 
steak, topped with Bordelaise sauce, 
and fried onion rings. 7. N.Y. STRIP SIRLOIN, Junior Size .... 2.79 
B. HOT BEEF SANDWICH .............................. 1.29 16. HAMBURGER SANDWICH ................... .79 
Mashed potatoes and gravy. 
9. FRENCH DIP SANDWICH ........................ 1.29 
Th in slices of roast beef piled high on 
French roll with natural juices, French 
fried potatoes. 
10. SIRLOIN STEAK SANDWICH .................. 2.69 
The finest beef cooked to your order, 
fried onion rings and French fried po-
tatoes. 
17. CHEESEBURGER 
lB. HAMBURGER SANDWICH ........ . 
JUMBO DELUXE 
19. CHEESEBURGER ...... 
JUMBO DELUXE 
20. BARBECUED BEEF SANDWICH 
21. HEARTY BEEF STEW ........................ . 
A steaming bowl of Granny White's 
11. COUNTRY FRIED STEAK ........................... 1.39 famous recipe. 
All Steaks served with Green Salad and French Fried 
or Hash Brown Potatoes. 
FRIED SHRIMP ...... 2.50 SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN .... 2.00 
FISH AND CHIPS ...... 2.00 
APPLE PIE .35 ICE CREAM .25 
COFFEE .15 TEA .15 MILK .20 
SOFT BEVERAGES .15 
BEER .45 HEINEKIN .85 











850302 ... Chief Buck and his "squaw" 
rein: on the bank of the lagoon. 
Right: "Au line goes to "e" pole or was it 
"B" pole to ... 
IA0303 •• • Resting from the rigon of team 
play at the picnic are Ike Bell, Muil," Ou ... 
kin (with e ither a very small balloon, or a 
very large bubblegum bubble), Gene Driscoll, 
Wally Durkin, Francine Findley, on Daddy 
Joe's lap, and Janet Findley. 
Nick Tarr, and young IOn" Nicky, proud I, 
~old aloft the egg that saw them to victory 
In the egg-throwing contest. 
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Hartnell & Webster ieelt4 e."-fUI Monterey, California 
Telephone 372-0371 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FinED 
BY REGISTERED CORSETIERS 
.nd 







" Under one roof" 
..................••................................•..... 
















1 306 F reman! 
Seaside, Californ ia 
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BUYING OR SELLING? 
TRI-CiTY REAL EST ATE & INSURANCE 
FOUR OFFICES SERVING H ISTORIC MONTEREY PEN INSU LA 
Monterey 
375-2442 










309 Forest Ave . 
Del Monte Bl vd . 
Seaside 
394-6581 
Fremont Blvd. & 
Broadway Ave . 
FRANCINE'S 
Beauty Salon 
Open 6 Days a Week • And Evenings by Appointment 
Opposite Postgrad uate School 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive 
372-7406 
Dr. Bender's School of Music 
Lessons for Children Ind Adults in 
Pi. no, Org.n, .nd Guit.r 
(FAMILY TERMS) 
Loc.ted between Postgraduate School and Del Rey Oaks 





Jo, for aft •• "MOM is getting lob .w., 
from the books long enough for II kissf 
Left: Maw: Quitiquit, D.n Johnson and Gary 
MacQuarrie watching the " Cal iforn ia Girls." 
Joy is being 6 weeks old and .Iready 
• camperf (Randy Wiese) 
Who' s the nut knitting. poncho in 100 
degrees - Pat Donahue. 
• 
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Wom.II Overlie ..... - II MI"I. Quiticlllit, Sr., 
succumbs to temptation - clothes and all. 
Sob Redmond relaxing as he gives a try at 
closing the generiltion "p. 
from the collection of 
THE CLASSMATE 
"Morn, there'. I !tug in the dishwater'" 
Page Twenty-Seven 
Assembly line for K.P. (Shannon, Shawn and 
Ricky Wiese and Kathleen and Michelle Don-
ahue) 
Pacific Grove Art Center 
Classes began in October. Participants 
sign up for 24 studio hour periods and the 
classes run continuously till Spring. 
Students are encouraged to work on 
many relevant basic techniques, particu-
larly important to the respective class, and 
emphasis will be put on the individual's 
exploration. For further information call 
375-2208. 
* INSURANCE . . . 
INCLUDING MORTGAGE PROTECTION 
* REAL ESTATE ... 
SALES AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
* INVESTMENTS CLAUDI P. 0""' 
* MOUNTAIN CABIN RENTAL CDR. U'N (R ... ) 
329 Ocean Avenue· Monterey, California 93940 Office 375·1236 • Residence 375·1285 
.........................................•................ 
mont. vista villoge 
1 S loledod d r 'j monte fey 
Barzilay. 
tile luder of III inG.istry. 
this 70(( CJbind lias tJCJlislte tambour 
cIoors eoncelJi"l1ll llmost unlimited Ibility 
to house stHeo c:omponenb. INnY c.lbiMb 
•• IYIHlble ill (OIIlemporwy ."lIIt 
or lIaditionai oak woods, IS shown .•• 
ctJrnplete 3 piece tnsembl. $498.00 
equipment tlbinet only $210.00 
we ilwite JOU to ¥isit OM of the Il1051 mltilll 
furniture showrooms in centr .. CIIiforlli • . 
Phone 373.0789 
61 SOLEDAD DRIVE - MONTE VISTA VILLAGE - 372.7766 
(Just across the Street from Hill Theatre) 
FEATURING COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS 
9-9 MON ., THURS., FRio 9-6 OTHER DAYS 




AT REASONABLE PRICES 
• Thomasville 
• United 







Custom or Contract Draperies 
and Carpeting in convenient 
Monte Vista Village. 
Shown are just a few of the many lovely living room, bedroom, and dining groupings available from Furniture Square's 
wide selection for immediate delivery. Every dining·room group is available with circular, oval, or oblong table, with 
pedestal, trestle or leg bases, and in Natural pecan, or elegant antiqued white. These are caned back, or ladder·back 
cha irs to every grouping, buffets, servers, and ch ina cabinets, in varying sizes. Variations of those shown on our show-
room floor are in warehouse, along with many sofas, chairs and living-room tables. So ask to see our illustrated ware-
house book to put together just the right pieces for you, in just the finish and size you want, or select them right from our 
floor as shown. You can have them in your home right away enjoying the elegant furniture now before the holidays 
begin I 
Immediate Delivery! Military Discounts! 
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$t ....... tion _ 0". lee chest.neII 36 people, 
WETI'ING THE STRIPE 
DOll Furrow recently celebrated his 
promotion to Commander with a wetting 
down party in the VIP Room at the Club. 
Pete Quinton hosted a Hawaiian Luau 
to celebrate his promotion to Lieutenant 
Commander in September in the La Novia 
Terrace Room. 
Couples in section HM14 and other 
gues ts were invited to the Ft. Ord Officers' 
Club to celebrate the promotions of Eu-
gene J. Normand and Lloyd K. Rice to 
Commander and Alexander G. Balian to 
Lieutenant Commander in August. 
CDR Lee Clark, CDR Mike Meszaros, 
CDR Eric Kramer, LCDR Jake Dennis 
and LT Dan Lear of HMO received the 
section and guests at the Presidio Officers' 
Club in September to celebrate their pro-
motions. 
ENS Steven A. Denning, of MEIJ, 
married Jackie an Ray at the First United 
Methodist Church in Pacific Grove in 
September. 
LCDR Kenneth L. Crowder of BS 
1102 married Linda Arnold on August 13, 
1971. The wedding took place in the Naval 
Postgraduate School .chapel. 
LCDR Edward M. Johnson, Jr., was 
married to Corliss Booher on August 9, at 
the Naval Postgraduate School's Protes-
tant Chapel. The new couple took a 
honeymoon trip to Catalina Island before 
returning to the Peninsula. They are re-
siding in Pacific Grove. 
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Marine Corps Wives 
." Se,t ..... , ... Meti", wlftl ."Ioyetl • 
pool.ide luncheon .nd fashion .how .t the C... Munr... e.n Boulique provided the 
f .. hiona. 
Pege Twenty·Nine 
1M Gord_ __ ,..004" I. th. .m"". 
aut of her new .MG Midget which .he won 
.t the Fort Ord Officer' . Club Bingo night. 
Pictured with Lee ue Arden Sponner" Marilyn 
Gib.on, Ru allrn., .nd Peggy e.ldarella. 
The car w .. provided by British Motors of 
Monterey. <Marilyn Gibson} 
CBLIFonDIR seas01lS 
379 CANNERY ROW, MONTEREY 
IN THE OLD OXNARD CANNERY 
You are invited to visit our 
retail store and tasting room 
Preserving the heritage of the Monterey Peninsula '5 
contribution to the world of fine foods - THE 
ORIGINAL MONTEREY JACK CHEESE, available i. 
rounds alone or distinctive girt packs. 
PHON E 372.5868 For local deH.er •. . or 
Gift Pack Man ServIce 
Anywhere In the U.S. 
In 4 days by Air 
United Parcel 
Write or can for fuJI color brochure 
Page Thirty 
Internationals 
About 250 members attended the annual 
potluck dinner and pool party in September 
at the NPS pool. The pool party WIIS given 
in honor of those international students and 
their families who are leaving the area. 
Everyone enjoyed sampling the various foods 
representing 24 different countries. After 
dinner and swimming the members and their 
guests adjourned to the Trident Room where 
they danced to the rock music of the Dy-
namic Three. (lori Maugeri) 
THE CLASSMATE 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
141 VI ~bsln .t C.H 
(B!hi"J Mo"I,,.,] PoJi Offic,) 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock tQ AAA 
YOUr Doctor's Orthopedic Prescriptions 
Accurate ly Filled 
Dance Wear 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER • 
With This Ad 
$1 .00 o ff to M il itary on 1st pair ,.. 
of leather shoes for children 
J7 J-2I 2I 
BIG TREES FOREST CHALET RENTALS 
Rent from a fellow student 
SKI BEAR/MT. REBA 
Fish, Hunt or Hike in the Tall Tree Country 
Great for weekends or breaks 
For Rental Rates, Reservations or Infor-
mation on Land or Cabin Sales at NPS call 
Jim Wilson - 372-9380 
Ted Simpson - 375-4828 
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Adyisors. CDR and Mrs. Joe James and 
chairman, Martha Marchetti . 
NOVEMBER, 1971 
Blue Birel Debbie Driscoll Ind e.",p fire 
M~ri .. Hilton display the news that UNICEF 
i. now 25 years old. As an all-groups service 
project benefitting the children of the worlel, 
La Mel. C"mp Fire Girl' and Blue Bi,ds will 
be Trick--or-Treating for UNICEF. 
Dispensary Hours 
Change 
The hours of operation have been 
changed for Military Sick Call and innoc-
ulations. The new hours of operation are 
shown below: 














NH 12 .•• The .. ction party WI. held .t 
Consuelo', Mexican Rest.ur.n,. Seat,d left 
to right .r. An"e Willi.m., Kay Be,klite, 
Annette Lew, Tom McAbee, B.rb.,. Me .. 
Abee, Gary Lew, Ron Berklit., Terry Wil-
liams, and Mob McKee. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Cla.. of 66', AvtUlt fuM1ion ce .... Nd 
around the world's most "beautiful" legs. 
Page Thirty-One 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT 
Editor: Paula Huntington 
Reporter: Sondra Bolinger 
MEl3 • •• Lunching It the Gin .. ftt Septem-
ber are (left to right) Diane Reeves, Inga Ras-
mussen, Ann Aleunder, Barbara Bnanell, 
and Peggy Brunelle. 
The lection party at Bruce and Melanie Muon's home in September to welcome Steve and 
Jackie Denning to the section. Pictured at left are Dale Silvia, Jackie and Steve Denning, Dick 
A.mes, hOlt Bruce Muon, and Jack Pingel . A.t right are Inga RanmuSlen, Sondra 80linger, 




Editor: Barbara McDiarm id 
Reporters: Ev.elyn McConathy, Mary Sey-
mour, Bobette Molnar, Judy Coltrane 
THE CLASSMATE 
XM04/XA04 • . . Members enjoyed wine tnting at a party held at the home of the McCon. 
athy's, co·hosted by the Safleys. Pictured are Bob Stanfield, Najla Turuyn, Kris Stanfield, 
and Prof. Haltiner. Below are Roger Gins, Jay Bower and Bob 8o&ich. 
PAY LATER PLANS - EXCU RS ION FARES - FAMILY PLANS 
AI RLI NE INFORMATION , RESERVATIONS 
446 Pacific, Downtown Monterey Phone 373-3266 
Any Evening by Appointment 
Store Hours 9 :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Telephone 372·7596 
Forest Carpets & Home Furnishings 
Home of Re lia ble Nati onal Brands 
Etha n Allen - Simmons Beauty Rest - La-Z-Boy - Tel l City - U.S. Koylon 
KARASTAN RUGS Also Cabin-Cra fts C. H. Masland & Sons 
Ca rpet and Drape ry 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, Ca liforn ia 
Home Furni shings 
497 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monte rey, California 
NOVEMBER , 1971 
Wine tasting at the McConathy's. 
0P04/0E04 ••• Wives Met in August at 
Aneita Musicot's house to make things for 
Creative Showcase. Above are Judy Water-
man, Aneita Massicot, and Susy Howard. 
Fran Burcham, Elise Stewart, and Margaret 
McKendrick working on things for Creative 
Showcase. Below are Guislaine Simpson and 
Anne Bordy. 
NOVEMBER, 19 71 
At Aneita', house for Creative Showuse Ire 
Mary Barry, Linda Kline and Shirley Duchock. 
THE CLASSMATE Page Thirty-Three 
OPI2/0EI2 . " At AU9U" Plrty in .... hom. 
of Sam and Nann Sigmund are (left ) Kay 
Heffernan, Jan Pilge r, Peiko Schriner, and 
Chris Pilger. At t he right Christ Pilge r en-
tertains .I' the hoste •• looks on. 
Below, locko rooters for the "Hermissendae" 
are, left to right" Mark Martinek, Tammy 
Kline, and Tim Waterman. 
August coffee at Ma rgarita 




For Chri stmas Gifts 
For a pleasant excurSion, a trip to Carmel 
Va lley's own Monterey Potte ry Shop will 
afford you the pleasure of seeing the turbu-
lent blues a nd greens of the Monterey Jade 
being crea ted into thei r un ique and graceful 
forms of pottery. We specialize in custom 
pottery, s inks, and light fixtures . 
.... Th is is one of the few Studio Potteries left 
whe re the visi tor is welcome . 
Del Fino Place, Carmel Valley, Cali fornia 
659·2967 
Hours - 9 :3 0-5 :30 Every Cay 
Page Thirty-Four 
Mlrge By,nel, Bobette Moln.r, Relko 
Schriner .nd Jan Pi lger .t Margarita's coffee. 
XM14 .•• Glenn Coltrane, Judy Coltrane, 
Terry Robertson, Sally Robert50n, Bob Pou, 
Jana Aurand.. Mike Burgelski, Bob Plante, 
Sob Stricker, Sara Stricker, Pete Quinto, Tim 
Klopfen5te in, Wendy Klopfen5tein, David 
Aur.nd, S.,ry Stauffer, Audrey Stauffer. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Haw.iian LUlu Wetting Down Party given by 1 
Pete Quinton on the La Nov ia Terrace. Judy 
and Pete Quinton, Audrey and Barry Stauffer. 
Why buy and wash d iapers when we can furnish them for you? 
QJ:l ~ Telephone 899-2000 RECOMMENDED BY DOCTORS BABEE OJ-DEE SERVICE 
710 AMADOR AVE" SCASlDE 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEODORANT 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
Give d iaper service as a gift - We haye g ift certificates 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
Editor: Hope Piersoll 
Report,,: Barbara Mack, 
ROLO . . • In August, • baby shower WIS 
given for Valerie Long at Ft. Ord Hospital. 
At right Valerie opens gifts. Aboye from left 
to right are Tinsley Preston, Judy Peterson, 
Peggy Clift, Carol Tuel, and Claire Haskell. 
Left to right : Ann Spencer, Claire Halkell, 




Rubey Gaines Advisor 
Editor 
Cay Horne Box 2404 372-7445 
Advertising Director 
Barbara Balut Box 2574 373-3435 
Circulation Manager 
Martha Marche"' Box 1037 373-0882 
STAFF 
Baiba Miller Maureen Sande'll Carol larkin 
Cindy Elkins Joyce Ploeger 
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CLASSMATE DEADLINE 
The monthly deadline for ALL Copy to 
the Editor, Box 2330 will be the 20th day 
of .every. month. Section reporters and 
SOCial Editors must adjust their individual 
deadlines to meet the initial deadline. 
Published at no cost to the U.S. Govern-
ment by Herald Printers & Publishers 472 
Calle Principal, Monterey, California.' THE 
CLASSMATE was originated and previously 
edited by the wives of the students of the 
~eneral line and Naval Science School. It 
IS now sponsored by the OffICer Students' 
Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate 
Scho?1. Material and opinions contained 
herein are those of the publishers and are 
not to be considered an offICial expression 
?f the ~partment of the Navy. Because of 
ItS funchon as an unofficial medium for the 
Offker Students' Wives' Club, advertise-
ments in the publication do not constitute 
an endorsement by the Department of the 
Navy of services advertised. 
Storm on a spinnaker 
run. (Joe Dale Kite 
Photo) 
THE ClASSMATE 
SuiN_ JoHrioo, OSWC_ .. 
(John Perkins Photo) 
One of the hard things about this job 
is that most times I have to go to meet-
ings without my husband. Although I'm 
always pointing out that at the PG School 
it is the wife's job to go to meetings, 
It is hardly surprising that "Cornu· 
copia, Fashions Aplenty" was such an ex-
citing, lovely evening. Many talented 
people combined their efforts with the ef-
fect being an elegant presentation of 
clothes and models. 1 envision quite a few 
lean checking 'accounts and inflated ward-
robes as we begin the winter season! A 
very special "thank you" to the coordina.: 
tors, Paula Schindler and Deborah Max-
well. The hostesses from Operations Anal-
ysis are greatly appreciated for their part 
in helping the evening go so smoothly. 
Due to the busy schedule we all ex-
perience prior to the Christmas break there 
will be no program in November. Perhaps 
you will get in touch with a committee 
chairman and volunteer a little time in 
helping her prepare for the coming six 
months. 
1 express a most sincere and warm 
"thank you" to each Liaison with whom I 
have worked this past board term. Largely 
NOVEMBER, 1971 
crafts classes, etc., while the husband stays 
home studying (babysitting), it never 
seems to ease the tension at the time of 
parting. 
1 have tried to point out to my husband 
that not only is it important to my job as 
President to attend all these meetings. but 
it also creates a better study atmosphere 
for him since the TV won't be on. 
"Go ahead," he has said. "I don't mind 
staying home to babysit. We all have our 
work to do." 
"That's what I call an understanding 
husband," I've often said. throwing my 
putse in the air with glee. "I'll rush back 
as soon as the kids are in bed ... er ... 
ah ... as soon as the meeting is over." 
And so conversation has gone in the 
Jeffries' home for the last six months. 
Now that the term is over and I'm at 
home every evening with lights ablaze and 
TV blaring, my husband has decided he 
really did accomplish more on "meeting 
nights" .. . so he enroIled me in a class 
that starts next week! 
In closing. my husband thanks you and 
1 thank youl It was fun, wasn't it. 
- Sujean Jef£rieo 
through their efforts and hard work has so 
much been planned and accomplished. 
They are usuaUy the "unsung heroes" who 
make the telephone calls and organize the 
workers. Thank you all. To the section. I 
must reiterate what has been said above. 
You have cooperated so beautifully with 
the Liaisons and the successes we've had 
these six months can only be due to your 
enthusiasm and support. You've had a real 
work load - one unequalled in months 
gone by. Projects piled on top of projecta, 
but you came through with flying colora. 
Thank you so much. 
To the newly elected Executive Board, 
"Congratulations I" I trust you'll find the 
same cooperation and excitement that 
we've known. Best wishes in the moatba 
to come. 
"It is not enough to be indu.trio .... 10 
are the ants. What are you industrious 
about?" - Henry David Thoreau. - LiIdI 
Liechty 
THURSDAY BEEFEATER'S BONANZA 
APPETIZERS 
SAVORY SHRIMP COCKTAIL 
SUPREME ....... . ... . 80 
CRABMEAT COCKTAIL 
SUPREME ....... .... . 1.00 
LONG ISLAND OYSTERS 
(Half Dozen) ...... .... . 1.60 
OYSTi,RS ON THE HALF 
SHELl. 
OYSTERS BIENVnLE with a 
creamy shrimp and mushroom 
sauce 
OYSTERS MORNA Y with a deli· 
cole cheese sauce 
OYSTERS PRO VENCALE with a 
spicy tomato sauce 
INCLUDED WITH YOUR ENTREE 
WE OFFER 
TOSSED GREEN SALAD 
WITH CHOICE OF DRESSING 
th o usand islalld. bleu cheese 
o r oil &: vinegar with capers 
BAKED OVEN FRESH BREAD 
GIANT BAKED POTATO 
COFFEE or TEA 
ENTREES 
FEATURING OUR BEEF BRIGADE 
LONDON BROIL DIANE choice {lank steak 
smothered with sherry and mushroo m sauce 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK broiled to your 
specificatio ns .......... . .. . 
PRIME RIB OF BEEF generously carved 
and complimented by Yorkshire pudding 
BROILED NEW YORK STEAK twelve o unces 
of choice steak 
TERIY AKI STEAK a flavorf ul value of 
marinated choice beef . . ..... . 
FOR ANTI ·BEEF LOVERS 
BREAST OF CHICKEN AMBASSADOR select white meat 
stuffed with mushrooms, cheddar cheese &: Canadian bacon 
VEAL CORDON BLEU tender veal stuffed with swiss cheese 
and Canadian bacon .... . .............. , 
CHICKEN BREAST CORDON BLEU the best breast meat 
complimented with Canadian bacon &: gruyere cheese 
SAUTEED FILET OF SOLE Monterey Bay's finest 










BEEFEA TERS GIN COCKTAILS 
provide a pleasurable 
prelude to dining 
FROSTY MUGS OF DRAFT BEER, OR BURGUNDY , ROSE ' OR RHINE 
WINES SERVED WITH YOUR MEAL. COMPLIMENTS OF THE CLUB. 
LESS THAN HALF PRICE SAVE ROOM FOR A DESSERT SELECTION 
BANKAMERICARD 
co~ ~/SSIONED 
We w ish to note that the Club has made arrangements with the Bank of America so that 
Bankamericards will now be accepted in the Club and Package store. The Bankamericard is 
free, there are no annual dues or membership fees . ClIrd holders may pay for II month's 
purcheses with one check or budget the payments over several months for a nominal fee. 
These cards are good literally the world over and we w ill not make any attempt here to list 
the many lJdvantages which they offer except to comment that this is simply one more service 
which the Club continually seeks to offer its patrons. 
OffiCERS AND FACUll. 
ell/II 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
MONTEREY • CALIFORNIA 
